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what is the foundation of applied statistics

ChatGPT
The foundation of applied statistics lies in the principles of statistical theory and methodology, which are applied to 
real-world problems and data sets across various fields. Here are some key components of the foundation of 
applied statistics:

Probability Theory: Probability theory provides the mathematical framework for quantifying uncertainty and 
randomness. It underlies many statistical methods and concepts, such as probability distributions, random 
variables, and sampling theory.

Descriptive Statistics: Descriptive statistics involves summarizing and presenting data in a meaningful way, often 
through measures such as means, medians, standard deviations, and graphical representations like histograms and 
scatter plots.

Inferential Statistics: Inferential statistics allows researchers to draw conclusions or make inferences about a 
population based on sample data. It includes methods such as hypothesis testing, confidence intervals, and 
regression analysis.

Experimental Design: Experimental design focuses on designing studies and experiments to efficiently collect data 
and draw valid conclusions. It involves considerations such as randomization, replication, and control of 
experimental variables.
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Regression Analysis: Regression analysis explores the relationship between variables, typically with the goal of 
predicting or explaining one variable based on others. Linear regression is a fundamental technique, but there 
are also more complex methods like logistic regression and time series analysis.

Multivariate Analysis: Multivariate analysis deals with datasets containing multiple variables, examining 
patterns, dependencies, and relationships among them. Techniques include principal component analysis, factor 
analysis, and cluster analysis.

Statistical Computing and Software: Applied statisticians often utilize statistical software packages for data 
analysis, visualization, and modeling. Proficiency in programming languages like R, Python, and SAS is essential 
for conducting statistical analyses efficiently.

Ethics and Reproducibility: Ethical considerations are crucial in applied statistics, including issues related to data 
privacy, bias, and transparency. Reproducibility, ensuring that analyses can be independently verified and 
replicated, is also a fundamental principle.

Overall, the foundation of applied statistics encompasses a diverse set of principles, methods, and practices that 
enable statisticians to analyze data effectively and derive meaningful insights to inform decision-making in 
various fields.
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Sir David Cox (1924-2022)
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Prolegomena to Any Future Metaphysics That Will Be Able 
to Present Itself as a Science (German: Prolegomena zu
einer jeden künftigen Metaphysik, die als Wissenschaft wird
auftreten können) is a book by the German 
philosopher Immanuel Kant, published in 1783, two years after 
the first edition of his Critique of Pure Reason

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/German_language
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Immanuel_Kant
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Critique_of_Pure_Reason
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https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/Delivery.cfm/SSRN_ID3236539_code1304617.pdf?abstractid=2171179&mirid=1
https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/Delivery.cfm/SSRN_ID3236539_code1304617.pdf?abstractid=2171179&mirid=1
https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/Delivery.cfm/SSRN_ID3236539_code1304617.pdf?abstractid=2171179&mirid=1
https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/Delivery.cfm/SSRN_ID3236539_code1304617.pdf?abstractid=2171179&mirid=1
https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/Delivery.cfm/SSRN_ID3236539_code1304617.pdf?abstractid=2171179&mirid=1
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https://ijhpr.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/s13584-022-00531-y

https://ijhpr.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/s13584-022-00531-y


https://chemistry-
europe.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.
1002/ansa.202000159
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https://fs.blog/before-
you-make-that-big-
decision/

https://chemistry-europe.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1002/ansa.202000159
https://chemistry-europe.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1002/ansa.202000159
https://chemistry-europe.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1002/ansa.202000159
https://fs.blog/before-you-make-that-big-decision/
https://fs.blog/before-you-make-that-big-decision/
https://fs.blog/before-you-make-that-big-decision/


https://papers.ssrn.com/
sol3/Delivery.cfm/SSRN_
ID4015629_code130461
7.pdf?abstractid=359180
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https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/Delivery.cfm/SSRN_ID4015629_code1304617.pdf?abstractid=3591808&mirid=1
https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/Delivery.cfm/SSRN_ID4015629_code1304617.pdf?abstractid=3591808&mirid=1
https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/Delivery.cfm/SSRN_ID4015629_code1304617.pdf?abstractid=3591808&mirid=1
https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/Delivery.cfm/SSRN_ID4015629_code1304617.pdf?abstractid=3591808&mirid=1
https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/Delivery.cfm/SSRN_ID4015629_code1304617.pdf?abstractid=3591808&mirid=1


https://papers.ssrn.com/
sol3/Delivery.cfm/SSRN_
ID4009802_code130461
7.pdf?abstractid=303507
0&mirid=1

https://link.springer.com/arti
cle/10.1007/s11192-021-
03914-1

https://econpapers.repec.o
rg/article/sprscient/v_3a12
6_3ay_3a2021_3ai_3a5_3a
d_3a10.1007_5fs11192-
021-03914-1.htm
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https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/Delivery.cfm/SSRN_ID4009802_code1304617.pdf?abstractid=3035070&mirid=1
https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/Delivery.cfm/SSRN_ID4009802_code1304617.pdf?abstractid=3035070&mirid=1
https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/Delivery.cfm/SSRN_ID4009802_code1304617.pdf?abstractid=3035070&mirid=1
https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/Delivery.cfm/SSRN_ID4009802_code1304617.pdf?abstractid=3035070&mirid=1
https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/Delivery.cfm/SSRN_ID4009802_code1304617.pdf?abstractid=3035070&mirid=1
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s11192-021-03914-1
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s11192-021-03914-1
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s11192-021-03914-1
https://econpapers.repec.org/article/sprscient/v_3a126_3ay_3a2021_3ai_3a5_3ad_3a10.1007_5fs11192-021-03914-1.htm
https://econpapers.repec.org/article/sprscient/v_3a126_3ay_3a2021_3ai_3a5_3ad_3a10.1007_5fs11192-021-03914-1.htm
https://econpapers.repec.org/article/sprscient/v_3a126_3ay_3a2021_3ai_3a5_3ad_3a10.1007_5fs11192-021-03914-1.htm
https://econpapers.repec.org/article/sprscient/v_3a126_3ay_3a2021_3ai_3a5_3ad_3a10.1007_5fs11192-021-03914-1.htm
https://econpapers.repec.org/article/sprscient/v_3a126_3ay_3a2021_3ai_3a5_3ad_3a10.1007_5fs11192-021-03914-1.htm


On representation of findings from clinical research
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https://user-images.githubusercontent.com/8720575/180794703-c6f05f40-eefd-4e1a-93f9-42cb78e6a6b4.mp4
https://user-images.githubusercontent.com/8720575/180794703-c6f05f40-eefd-4e1a-93f9-42cb78e6a6b4.mp4
https://gedeck.github.io/mistat-code-solutions/ModernStatistics/
https://gedeck.github.io/mistat-code-solutions/ModernStatistics/
https://gedeck.github.io/mistat-code-solutions/ModernStatistics/
https://gedeck.github.io/mistat-code-solutions/ModernStatistics/
https://shepherd.com/best-books/how-numbers-turn-into-information
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https://www.statisticsviews.com/call-for-papers-asmbi-special-issue-on-foundations-of-applied-statistics/
https://www.statisticsviews.com/call-for-papers-asmbi-special-issue-on-foundations-of-applied-statistics/
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